
■ In many European countries, much 

hope is put on young technological enter-

prises and on their potential to contribute

to structural change. They imply innova-

tions and expectations of greater growth

and employment than in traditional indu-

stries. Due to the small national home

markets, it is reasonable for European

companies to expand abroad at an early

stage.

From a survey of 600 German and Brit-

ish technology-oriented start-ups by the

ZEW and WBS, it can be seen that more

than 60 percent of companies are alre a d y

internationally active in the first years of

their business activities. A large percent-

age of them are even so-called “born-

globals“, which are companies that are

represented in foreign markets from the

very beginning of their business activi-

ties. A comparison between enterprises

that are restricted to their home markets

and internationally active companies

shows considerable differences in terms

of the companies themselves, their found-

ers and their products. International

companies regularly carry out R&D activ-

ities and seek market advantages

t h rough technology-based product differ-

entiation. At the same time, the found e r s

far more often have work experience in

foreign countries or in international com-

panies. However, for product characteris-

tics, the rule of thumb “the greater the

customer-specific adaptation effort, the

more likely companies stay within 

their well-known home market” can be

applied.

In interviews, German managers re p o rt

that it is often encounters at trade fairs,

re f e r rals or the influence of large custom-

ers that induced their companies to go

global. International trade fairs such as

the CEBIT, the industrial trade fair in 

Hanover, as well as regional and industry

fairs are a helpful platform for German

young entrepreneurs especially, from

which they can promote their products.

In contrast to this, British managers 

concentrate on marketing their products

in foreign markets even at the develop-

ing stage.

If questioned about the motives for

commencing international activities, al-
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■ For the Tra n s p o rt M a r k e t B a ro m e t e r, a

f i xed circle of experts is regularly ques-

tioned – four times a year – on how they

assess the quantities and prices in six

t ra n s p o rt market segments for the follow -

ing six months compared to the pre va i l -

ing situation. Distinctions are made be-

t ween the tra n s p o rt markets of ro a d

f reight traffic, rail traffic, inland waterway

t ra n s p o rt, air freight, courier and parc e l

s e rvices and combined tra n s p o rtation. 

In addition, national and international

transportation is differentiated by E a s t -

ern and Western Eu rope. In road fre i g h t

t raffic, questions refer to both short- and

long-distance tra n s p o rtation in Germany.

The first two interview rounds were

conducted in June and September 1998

as a testing phase of the project. These

interviews attracted the desired number

of approx. 150 experts which are ready

to participate regularly in the Transport-

MarketBarometer. After successful com-

pletion of this test phase,

it was decided to con-

tinue the information gath-

ering as a series of re g u l a r

i n t e rviews for an unre-

stricted period of time.

As the third sample

was completed in Decem-

b e r 1998, the results are

n ow available. In the above

c h a rt, the changes to the

individual tra n s p o rt mar-

ket segments from the last

t h ree samples are contrasted with each

other and briefly explained.

The Prognos/ZEW team gave this

chart, showing the esti-

mate of the develop-

ment in road freight traf-

fic, the title “damped 

optimism” and explained

this as follows: Although

the majority of experts

still expect an increase

rather than a decrease in

road freight traffic vol-

umes – and this is partic-

ularly so for German and

West European long-distance transpor-

tation –, this optimistic assessment is di-

minishing compared to the previous

quarters. Although the uncertainty and

the pessimism regarding road freight

transport to Eastern Europe have slight-

ly improved, the growth prospects for

the German market have become more

moderate.

When analysing the estimates of the

development of transport prices, only

the difference in percentage points be-

tween the question categories “rising

prices“ and “falling prices“ is presented.

As an example, the development of air

f reight prices was chosen. The gra p h i c

was given the title “Majority fore c a s t s

stable air freight rates, but with falling

tendency”, since most experts expect

stable air freight rates in all market seg-

ments. Among those 20 to 30 percent ex-

pecting changes, howe ve r, an incre a s i n g

number are forecasting falling prices.

With a tendency towards a decline in

demand (except in Eastern Europe), ac-

companied by a constant to rising supp-

ly, market forces will make price adjust-

ments unavoidable. O

Sigurd Weinreich, weinreich@zew.de
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Research Results

A Barometer for Transport Markets
S u p p o rted by German Pa rcel, Prognos and the ZEW have developed an information instrument based on an 
e x p e rt sample –  the “German Pa rcel Tra n s p o rt M a r k e t B a rometer by Pro g n o s / ZEW“. Its aim is to systematically
use the expert knowledge in tra n s p o rt companies and shippers for estimating the short-term development of
the tra n s p o rt demand and prices in tra n s p o rt markets. This newly developed information tool re p resents a
kind of cyclical barometer for the entire German tra n s p o rt industry.

most two thirds of firms stated growth

and expansion goals as the most impor-

tant reasons for internationalisation. It

is significant that British companies in

particular turn out to be growth-orient-

ed, and that only very few young com-

panies in the high-tech sector expand 

abroad in order to cover their high pro-

duct development costs. If on the other

hand one takes a closer look at the most

important obstacles hindering a pursuit

of international business activities, lack

of management time takes top position.

Furthermore, the additional costs and

the high risk associated with internatio-

nalism are also mentioned. However,

lack of experience is not seen as a barrier

for taking up international relations. 

Basically, the ZEW/WBS-study under-

lines the importance of early internatio-

nalisation for young technological enter-

prises. O

Andreas Fier, fier@zew.de  
Helmut Fryges, fryges@zew.de  
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■ The following picture might sum up

the current state of Germany’s techno-

logical performance and the potentials

of future development. 

In the short run, the German innova-

tion system displays a relatively high ef-

ficiency. Industry turns new knowledge

quickly into patented inventions. Inno-

vative activities are widely distributed

among German manufacturing firms;

expenditures for innovations increase;

both accompanied by a high ability of

German innovators to assert themselves

on global markets. Foreign demand for

R&D intensive goods is still the most im-

portant driver of economic growth. 

However, the current upward trend

does not yet seem to be strong enough

to offset the mistakes made in recent

years when investment in the develop-

ment of knowledge (human) and real 

capital base falls short compared to

needs of structural change and interna-

tional competition. Obviously medium-

term market expectations of enterprises

are not optimistic enough to make enter-

prises extend their production potential

or to trigger a substantial number of

start-ups. In this respect, medium-term

prospects are beginning to look bleak.  

R&D level of German industry
too low in the medium term

The continuous reduction of R&D in-

tensity observed in the past few ye a r s

has obviously come to an end. Industry’s

R&D intensity is increasing again, which

g i ves reason for hope as R&D activities

a re an important stimulus for techno-

logical pro g ress. While the R&D actually

carried out reflects only a part of the total

i n n ovation potential of knowledge inten-

s i ve industries, it neve rtheless re p re s e n t s

the most important part. Howe ve r, in the

medium run the level of R&D intensity in

German industry still has to be eva l u a t e d

as being too low, especially when com-

p a red to competing Eu ropean countries,

which have boosted their investment into

R&D considerably for seve ral ye a r s .

Whether the international competi-

tiveness of the German economy is also

sustainable in the long run will be decid-

ed in schools and universities. Last, but

not least, innovations are the result of

investment in education. Deficiencies in

these sectors could later hamper inno-

vativeness, growth and development.

The problems arising in Germany with

these factors, which decide on the long-

term technological ability to perform,

should not be forgotten over deceptive

short-term successes achieved in global

markets during a phase of upswing and

increased innovative activities. 

Even if the achieved potential of Ger-

man universities and research institutes

can still be evaluated as high, a clear 

delay in necessary reforms can be observ -

ed here. In addition, the current techno-

logical competitiveness is based on in-

vestment made in the past. At present,

too little is done for education,  vo c a t i o n -

al t raining and universities. It would give

reason for concern if Germany’s invest-

ment in its education would fall further

behind its most important competitors.

The report recommends that educa-

tional, research and innovative policies

should focus on 

p maintaining and further extending

G e r m a n y ’s global top position in estab-

lished high technology and advanced

technologies,

p supporting the establishment of

new/additional competencies in new

technological areas in order to create

a basis for “fast-follower-strategies”

in a variety of diverse technologies, 

p p romoting the change tow a rds a know l -

edge society by education, vocational

training, and education policies,

p increasing the adaptability of the Ger-

man innovative system, and

p improving the economic incentives for

innovative activities in Germany. O

Dr. Alfred Spielkamp, 
Dr. Georg Licht, licht@zew.de

The factor “know l e d g e” is gaining in importance as a driving force for economic growth, structural change and
thus for economic we l f a re. The ability and readiness of enterprises to innovate, the conditions for the re a l i s a t i o n
and distribution of new technologies by turning them into new products and processes, and the economy’s
k n owledge base are important for the competitive advantage and the macroeconomic deve l o p m e n t .

Germany’s Technological Performance 
– Updated Report 1998

The examination on German techno-
logical performance in 1998 was com-
missioned by the Federal Ministry for
Research and Education. The ZEW
was responsible for the coordination
of the project. The report will be avail-
able in English by the end of May. The
material on which the final report is
based was supplied by the following
institutes:

p Deutsches Institut für Wirtschafts-
forschung (German Institute for 
Economic Research), Berlin

p Fraunhofer-Institut Systemtechnik 
und Innovationsforschung 
(Fraunhofer Society for Systems 
Technology and Innovation 
Research), Karlsruhe 

p Niedersächsisches Institut für 
Wirtschaftsforschung (Institue 
for Economic Research of Lower 
Saxony), Hannover

p Wissenschaftsstatistik im Stifter-
verband für die Deutsche Wissen-
schaft (Scientific Statistics in the 
”Stifterverband” association for 
German Science), Essen

p Wissenschaftszentrum Berlin für 
Sozialforschung (Berlin Scientific 
Centre for Sociological Research), 
Berlin 

p ZEW (Centre for European 
Economic Research), Mannheim
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■ I n t e g rated environmental technolo-

gies can trigger expansive employ m e n t

effects in some enterprises but also con-

t ra c t i ve effects in others. Thus, pro d u c t -

i n t e g rated environmental pro t e c t i o n

(such as low - s o l vent lacquers) cre a t e s

new markets, but also crowds out exist-

ing markets (for example: solve n t - c o n -

taining lacquers). Pro c e s s - i n t e g rated 

e n v i ronmental protection (for example

c o r p o rate waste water re c ycling) lead to

additional investment, creating jobs; 

h owe ve r, higher production costs can 

also have a negative impact on competi-

t i ve n e s s .

First empirical study 

A study carried out by the ZEW that

was commissioned by the German Min-

istry of Research and Education has for

the first time now found theoretical and

empirical evidence for the relationship

between integrated environmental pro-

tection and employment.

The empirical analysis is based on case

studies and on a broad survey carried

out at enterprises from the manufactur-

ing industry, which was undertaken in ad-

dition to the 1996 Mannheim Innovation

Panel. The results of the case studies

and the broad survey show that innova-

tions in environmental technology have

employment effects which are similar to

those of other innovations. Their quanti-

tative impact is however not very high if

the net effects are calculated, that is, if

the crowding out of less environmentally

friendly technologies is taken into ac-

count. The case studies examined were:

p Process-integrated primary measures

with coal power plants replacing end-

of-pipe technologies, 

p Low-solvent and solvent-free lac-

quers replacing solvent-containing

lacquers,

p Process-integrated primary recycling

in textile refinement businesses re-

placing end-of-pipe technologies,

p Eco-audits as organisational environ-

mental innovations (without additive

technology reference cases),

p use of biomass as a replacement

source of energy from oil and coal.

The telephone interviews confirmed

that, overall, rather modest employment

effects have resulted from integrated

technologies and eco-technologies. De-

pending on the type of innovation, 80 to

90 percent of enterprises state that for

them, environmental innovations were

rather neutral in terms of employment

effects. As far as positive employment

effects could be observed, integrated

technologies rank second after end-of-

pipe technologies. 

Technology Policy not sufficient

Integrated technologies nevertheless

have more positive employment effects

(cf. table) compared to additive techno-

logies (end-of-pipe technologies). How-

e ve r, considering the (small) size of these

positive employment effects, they are

unlikely to make a substantial contribu-

tion to the general reduction of unem-

ployment.  

It has been shown that the pro m o t i o n

of integrated technologies does not coun-

t e ract political employment measure s

and sometimes can even effect part i a l

s y n e rgies. Howe ve r, it is also clear that

e m p l oyment policy must not be re d u c e d

to a mere general technology pro m o t i o n

p o l i c y, and in particular the promotion of

i n t e g rated environmental protection. 

H owe ve r, the argument for cleaner pro-

duction is still that the employment pro s -

pects are at least as good on an enviro n-

mental path, and the environmental con-

sequences are infinitely better.

The project report is available at

bookshops under the following title: 

F. Pfeiffer and K. Rennings (eds.) (1999),

“Employment Effects of Integrated Envi-

ronmental Technologies”, Physica-Ver-

lag, Heidelberg. O

Dr. Klaus Rennings, rennings@zew.de

I n te g ra ted Enviro n m e n tal Tec h n o l o g i es
– Small Net Impact on Employment
The environmental sector has become an employment sector of aggregate economic importance: many call
for a speedier change from additive to integrated environmental protection, hoping to create stimuli for inward
i n vestment and labour markets. In view of the continuously high levels of unemployment, the political-economic
question arises whether, and under which conditions, the net effect of further efforts in this dire c t i o n will be an
increase or a reduction in employment.

Increase Unchanged Decrease

Waste recycling 6.6% 91.2% 2.2%

Waste disposal 8.4% 86.3% 5.3%

Soil decontamination 3.1% 90.6% 6.3%

End-of-pipe measures 14.3% 84.1% 1.6%

Development of environmentally 
friendly product characteristics 8.4% 91.1% 0.5%

Environmentally friendly optimi-
sation of production processes 9.7% 87.4% 2.9%

Employment effects of environmental innovations 
between 1994 and 1996

Source: Telephone sample additional to the MIP, 1997.
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Results of the Survey in March 1999

ECB: Experts See Interest Rate Reduction Becoming Less Likely

■ The March survey shows a clear “Lafontaine effect” in the short term 

interest rate expectations: While 28 percent of the market experts expect-

ed a decline in money market rates before the resignation of the German

Finance Minister, it was 38 percent after the resignation. Some of the re-

spondents obviously think that Lafontaine’s urging to lower interest rates

would have caused rather the opposite. In their opinion, the ECB is now in

the position to lower interest rates without having to fear the reproach of

giving way to pressure. 

Despite this optimism, the number of interest rate optimists declined

again in March. In January, 51 percent of the experts questioned were con-

vinced that the ECB would take interest-lowering measures. This fraction

of respondents decreased to 35 percent in March. About 60 percent of 

experts expect money market rates in the Euro zone to remain unchanged

in the medium term irrespective of Lafontaine’s resignation. How can this

evaluation of the situation be explained?

As guardian of the Eu ropean curre n c y, the ECB has a money supply targ e t

and an inflation rate target. The growing fear of increasing inflation in the EU-11 countries shows that some of the respondents see

dangers arising. Almost 25 percent of the financial analysts expect an increase in the inflation rate in the Eu ro zone in the medium

term, which is eight percentage points more than in the preceding month. For Germany, even 30 percent of people questioned share

that opinion. In contrast, a further reduction in inflation is expected only by approximately four percent of the re s p o n d e n t s . O

The EU-11 Economy Continues to Recover

■ The president of the ECB, Wim Duisenberg, keeps empha-

sising that the ECB is not responsible for economic growth. The

necessity of interest rate cuts in order to stimulate growth is

currently not seen by the respondents. The business cycle 

barometer for EU-11, calculated from the survey data, had re-

covered again. Only Germany is still assessed in negative

terms, but even here expectations have been improving since

January. Even if an interest rate induced stimulus would help

the German economy, the other EU-11 countries do not seem to

need it. As far as the future economic development in both the

Euro zone and in Germany is concerned, almost a quarter of 

experts are optimistic. O

■ The Financial Market Test conducted

by the ZEW is a monthly business survey

of German financial market experts

which started in December 1991. The

survey asks for the predominant expec-

tations about the development in six in-

ternational financial markets.

As a whole around 350 enterprises

participate in the survey, among which

are 260 banks, 60 insurance companies

and 30 industrial enterprises. Partici-

pants in the survey are: Financial ex-

perts of the finance departments, the re-

search departments and the economic

departments as well as the investment

and securities departments of the firms.

In detail, the financial experts are ques-

tioned on their medium term expecta-

tions about the development of impor-

tant international financial markets with

respect to the business cycle, the infla-

tion rate, short term and long term inter-

est rates, the exchange rate and share

prices. 

To construct forecasted figures, the

q u a l i t a t i ve response categories (incre a s -

ing, unchanged, declining) are tra n s f o r m -

ed into quantitative figures by the Carl-

son/ Parkin procedure. Additional infor-

mation to the applied procedure is avail-

able as an abridged version published

by the ZEW.

The present survey was conducted

between March 05 - 22, 1999 and all cal-

culations are termed to March 25. O

Robert Dornau, dornau@zew.de

EURIBOR (3M): Forecast and development

* until 04.01.99 three-month-FIBOR * Source: Datastream

Business Cycle Barometer

ZEW Financial Market Test
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■ C u r rency crises also have their positive

aspects. If a crisis is caused by impru-

dent economic politics, these deficien-

cies are revealed, which may enhance

the readiness to finally introduce re-

forms previously avoided. The economic

crises in Asia in 1998 can be interpreted

in this way. The shock-like depreciation

of the South-East Asian currencies in

these countries led to the view that long

outstanding structural reforms had to be

finally initiated. Also in Europe, the flex-

ible exchange rates of the past used to

have a disciplining effect. The avoidance

of a politically costly depreciation in re-

lation to the leading DM currency forced

more than one government to adjust its

policy direction. This was particularly

true for fiscal imbalances, insofar these

belong to the fundamentals relevant for

the determination of exchange rates.

Empirical relevance

A data-supported analysis bears the

problem that the actual effect of the 

Euro on national fiscal policy can only be

examined in several years time. The fol-

lowing procedure, however, is applica-

ble today: It can be analysed how dif-

ferent exchange rate regimes in the past

influenced fiscal deficits. If it is shown

that exchange rate targets for example

within the EMS have exerted more dis-

cipline than free-floating exchange 

rates, this confirms the dangers for

EMU. If exchange rate targets have to be

achieved, political actions are explicitly

subordinated to the aim of limiting the

fluctuations of nominal exchange rates.

If this brings about a higher discipline

compared to floating it can be expected

that under EMU this discipline will be

impaired.

In a ZEW study, the extent to which

different exchange rate regimes influ-

enced deficits between 1970 and 1996

was examined on the basis of a country

panel consisting of 20 OECD countries.

The primary deficit – i.e. the deficit clear-

ed by interest payments for the govern-

ment debt – was used as the independ-

ent variable. Apart from the exchange

rate regime, a number of other explana-

tory variables were included: the growth

rate of the GDPand the change in unem-

ployment grasp the influence of the eco-

nomic cycle on the deficit. In addition,

the openness of an economy, measured

by the significance of foreign exchange

was included. Lastly, a Maastricht-relat-

ed variable was included into the regres-

sion: the degree of consent of the popu-

lation to joining EMU in each respective

EU member state in the nineties. This 

variable is used for measuring the influ-

ence of the convergence criteria. It can

be assumed that in countries with a

greater acceptance of the Euro, the con-

vergence criteria have resulted in in-

creased pressure for consolidation than

in more eurosceptic countries. In fact, as

it can be seen in the table, a country like

Italy with strong consent for the Euro

was able to raise its primary surplus

(that is, lower its deficit) the most. 

The result is the following. T h e

e xchange rate regime as such is not a

significant explanatory variable for the

primary deficit. Vi e wed separa t e l y, this

result is good news for the fiscal disci-

pline of the Eu ropean Monetary Union. At

the same time, howe ve r, both the open-

ness of an economy and the conve rg e n c e

criteria prove to be re l e vant determi-

nants for the debt inclination of an eco-

n o m y. This is a negative finding for fiscal

discipline within EMU. With qualification

being achieved and the disputed effec-

t i veness of the stability pact, the conve r-

gence criteria are not likely to exe rt any

significant disciplinary pre s s u re. Fu rt h e r-

m o re, the openness of Eu roland as a

whole is considerably lower than the

openness of the individual countries. O

Dr. Friedrich Heinemann, heinemann@zew.de

Research Results

Fiscal Policy under EMU: Lower 
D e f i c i ts without a Depreciation Thre a t ?
Since the start of EMU, finance ministers of the EMU member states no longer have to fear a crisis of their 
national currencies caused by an unsound national deficit policy. In the past, such a fear may have been use-
ful for disciplining national fiscal policy. Therefore, the question arises whether since the successful start of
the Euro an increase in deficits has to be expected.

Euro acceptance and change in public primary surplus 
(adjusted for cyclical effects) between 1991 and 1997
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Research Results

■ Convergence of interest and inflation

rates, as well as restrictions on levels of

public debt are certainly basic require-

ments for a successful European mone-

tary policy. However, nominal conver-

gence is no guarantee for a similar ab-

sorption capacity of external and inter-

nal shocks in real economic terms. If in-

dividual countries are affected by aggre-

gate economic or sector-related disturb-

ances in different ways and to differing

degrees, this can lead to conflicting 

developments within the EU-11.

During the pre p a rations for EMU, it

was frequently discussed how differe n t

disturbances (shocks) affect the individ-

ual member countries, in addition to the

mechanisms or instruments available, or

which had to be created to offset such

shocks. Possible instruments highlighted

for improving the adaptability are a high

capital flexibility, a regionally and struc-

t u rally flexible labour market, and tra n s-

fer payments within an affected country,

contributing to a homogenous economic

d e velopment within the EU - 1 1 .

Economic disturbances can occur at

any time. In this context the following

questions arise: from which sources do

these disturbances come, what relative

importance do individual disturbances

have on individual countries, and will

these disturbances lead to tension be-

tween EU-11 states? In order to answer

these questions at least in part, the rela-

tive importance of common shocks, as

well as country-specific shocks was ana-

lysed for the EU-11 countries. In addi-

tion, with the help of respective dummy

variables, special country characteristics

were taken into account. Common

shocks such as oil crises were consider-

ed using time-related dummies.

The residual of the estimated regres-

sion are interpreted as country-specific

shocks. The examination is based on an-

nual change rates of industrial produc-

tion between 1970 and 1997.  

Firstly, it was analysed whether the

way industrial production adapts to

such shocks is different in every country.

This hypothesis

could not be ve r i-

fied. Howe ve r, there

is a certain tempo-

rary dependence

(persistence) in the

way a country a-

dapts to disturb-

ances, which is vir-

tually the same for

all EU-11 states. In

contrast, the hypo-

thesis that within

individual countries

there exist industry-specific peculiarities

could not be ruled out. It follows there-

fore that the individual industrial sectors

within the individual EU-11 countries can

develop in different ways. What is far

more important is that common shocks

affect the individual EU-11 countries in

different ways. This can lead to consid-

erable tensions within EMU, particularly

if common shocks dominate over coun-

try-specific shocks.

Country-specific shocks have
great impact on small countries

In order to compare the significance

of country-specific and common shocks,

the variances of both time series were

set in relation to each other. Values 

between 0 and 1 show that common

shocks dominate over country-specific

ones, values above 1 mean that country-

specific shocks are more important, and

in the case of equal importance the ratio

is 1. The table above shows that above

all, country-specific shocks are of great

importance for the EU-11 “smaller coun-

tries” Portugal, Luxembourg and Ire-

land.

For E MU as a whole, the results give

little reason for concern. However, the

smaller countries will especially have

p roblems in easing the effects of negative

disturbance. O
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Influence of Cyclical Shocks on 
Industries within EU-11 Countries
The start of EMU at the beginning of this year implies that the eleven EU member states have fulfilled the 
required nominal convergence criteria. However, this nominal convergence does not mean that within the 
individual EU-11 countries a parallel development is also taking place in real economic terms. This article 
examines how both common and country-specific problems influence EU-11 industrial production. 

Austria Belgium West Germany France Netherlands

Ratio 0.24 0.22 0.36 0.13 0.39

Ranking 3 2 4 1 5

Finland Luxembourg Portugal Spain Ireland Italy

Ratio 0.99 1.67 1.92 0.68 1.19 0.47

Ranking 8 10 11 7 9 6

Common vs. country - s p ecific shocks

Hypotheses Test results

Persistence in industrial production 
is country-specific is rejected

Persistence in industrial production 
is the same and significant cannot be rejected

Country-specific peculiarities 
do not exist is rejected

Common shocks are negligible is rejected

Common shocks affect all countries 
in the same way is rejected

The importance of individual influential 
factors on industry
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Man-made Climate Change – Economic Aspects and Policy Options

The succesful signing of the Kyoto Protocol showed that there is international consensus about the problem of man-made climate

change and that substantial greenhouse gas emission targets will soon be established. Based on the current scientific knowledge

about climate change this workshop report analyses the most important economic aspects of man-made climate change and the

way effective and efficient policies can be designed to achieve the necessary reductions in greenhouse gas emissions. Addition-

ally, the official versions of the Framework Convention on Climate Change and the Kyoto Protocol are included as a reference for

the reader.
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Thiess Büttner

Agglomeration, Growth, and Adjustment – A Theoretical and Empirical Study 
of Regional Labor Markets in Germany

By means of theoretical and empirical analysis agglomeration economies as localized returns to scale are established as the 

basic source of economic disparity. The central implication for the labor market is the resulting path dependency of the spatial

employment pattern. As an empirical investigation of migration within Germany documents strong regional segmentation in the

short run, local wage formation is of particular importance for the adjustment process in response to changes of the spatial 

employment pattern. However, a theoretical discussion shows that in the German setting with centralized wage bargaining local

wages tend to be inflexible. This view is supported by an empirical investigation of the spatial wage structure in Germany using

district area.
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